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PITSFORD HALL WEATHER STATION

Pitsford Hall weather station is an independent meteorological station maintained by 
Northamptonshire Grammar School in the village of Pitsford, 4 miles north of Northampton. The station 
was set up in 1998 and uses both traditional instruments and electronic sensors to maintain an 
accurate weather record. Daily and Monthly Weather Reports are released free of charge to subscribers 
via automated online registration. Observers are fully trained and are recruited from both the school’s 
sixth form and the local community. The station is a corporate member of the Royal Meteorological 
Society and grade A registered member of the Climatological Observers Link (station no. 91012). 
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Northamptonshire Grammar School
Moulton Lane

Pitsford
Northampton

NN6 9AX

Tel. 01604 880306 Extension 314
Email. office@northantsweather.org.uk
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Review of the Month
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Mean Temperature and Rainfall
July 2007

Pitsford Hall weather station

Headline: Mainly cyclonic with above average rainfall. Significant rainfall on the 20th triggering 
floods across south Northants.

The month began with low pressure across the British Isles centred south-west of Ireland. This low 
moved only very slowly north-eastwards driving active frontal systems across the region. Some heavy 
showers were recorded in Pitsford, particularly on the 1st, 3rd and 5th, and for the second time within 
a month the village of Stoke Goldingston on the county border with Buckinghamshire was flooded. The 
village saw some 60mm of rain in the space of 24 hours on the 2nd. The low which dominated the first 
five days of July finally pulled away on the 5th only to be quickly followed by a fairly active low and 
some fairly strong westerly winds on the 6th. 

High pressure began building across the southern half of the UK on the 7th and with it came a fine and 
settled day across the county. Some 12.7 hrs of sunshine were recorded at Pitsford on a reasonably 
warm day with light westerly winds. However, the strength of the high was insufficient to prevent a 
progression of frontal systems across the region on the 8th and 9th bringing further showers overnight. 
By the 10th, low pressure which had remained present over Scandinavia throughout this period, began 
to extend an influence further south. However, the county was fortunate to escape with another fine 
day with some good sunny spells, cloud only began to build significantly during the evening. By the 
11th, the high was regaining control across the south and the county enjoyed another fine settled day, 
although somewhat cooler with winds coming in from the north or north-west.

Over the next few days frontal systems worked across the UK tied into low pressure developing south-
west of Iceland. The low then moved steadily eastwards becoming centred over Scotland on the 14th. 
Rainfall totals across the county through this period were generally slight and most afternoons saw 
some glimmers of sunshine. Winds remained light and from the south-west, freshening on the 14th as 
the low drew closer. 

A new low moved in off the Atlantic on the 16th bringing frequent showers across the county on the 
17th and 18th. By the 20th yet another area of low pressure had developed over northern France and 
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through the day this low moved steadily northwards driving wind and rain across the southern half of 
Britain. The rainfall tied into this low was significant across many areas. 26.6mm was recorded at 
Pitsford in the 24 hour period leading up to 0900GMT on the 21st, most of this falling in several 
torrential and thundery downpours. Villages in the south of the county were hit by flooding, 
particularly Helmdon, Syresham and Silverstone. However, the county was fortunate not to experience 
the scale of flooding seen in Gloucestershire where the town of Tewkesbury was cut off by floodwater 

and over 300 000 homes were 
left without clean drinking 
water.

The low continued to work 
northwards across Britain on 
the 21st with associated 
frontal systems continuing to 
drive spells of rain across the 
county. However, sunshine 
finally broke through during 
the afternoon and the 22nd 
also saw some warm sunshine 
and an opportunity for much of 
the county to dry out.  
Unfortunately, the dry 
weather was short-lived as the 
next Atlantic low worked 
across the southern half of 
Britain on the 23rd driving 
some early showers across the 
county.  As this low worked 
towards the Netherlands on 
the 24th a ridge of high 
pressure built in across the UK 

from the south-west. The result was a reasonably warm day across the county with some good 
sunshine. However, the high was no match for a deep low developing south of Iceland which drove 
some active frontal systems eastwards on the 25th and again on the 26th. Once again some heavy 
spells of rain were recorded across the county, with torrential downpours in places. 12.6mm fell in a 
little over 3 hours at Pitsford during the morning, clearing largely to sunshine through the afternoon. 

A frontal wave was left on the trailing wake of the storms of the 26th and this introduced further rain 
on the 28th as it developed into another discrete low pressure centre over the southern half of the UK. 
However, the 4.1mm that were recorded at Pitsford was the last rain event in what amounted to 
another very wet month. High pressure to the west of Ireland would gradually extend its influence 
across the whole of the UK ensuring that the month would come to a close with a better approximation 
of summer weather.

With the frequency of cloud and rain across the county, temperatures throughout July remained 
modest. By coincidence the warmest day occurred on the 19th (23.9C) the same day as the warmest 
day ever recorded in July last year. However, temperatures were well short of the 35.5C which was 
recorded on this occasion.

Climatological Statistics

The following statistics constitute the station’s official record for July 2007. Climatological observations 
are made at 0900hrs daily. Averages refer to period 1971-2000 computed from stations in and around 
Northampton.

Air Temperatures
The Highest Maximum: 23.9C on 19th
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The Lowest Maximum: 14.6C on 20th
The Highest Minimum: 15.5C on 16th
The Lowest Minimum: 8.5C on 8th & 30th
The Mean Maximum: 19.6C
The Mean Minimum: 11.6C
The Overall Mean: 15.6C
Difference from the Monthly Mean: -1.7C

Black Bulb
Maximum (at 0900): 34.3C on 19th
Mean (at 0900): 21.6C

Relative Humidity:
Highest Relative Humidity (at 0900): 97.7% on 21st
Lowest Relative Humidity (at 0900): 64.2% on 30th
Mean Relative Humidity (at 0900): 79.5%

Dew Point:
The Highest Dew Point (0900): 14.6C on 16th
The Lowest Dew Point (at 0900): 7.9C on 30th
The Mean Dew Point (at 0900): 11.7C

Rainfall:
Total: 77.8mm
Difference from the Monthly Mean: 162.4%
Duration: 51.1hrs
Highest 24 hour fall (0900 to 0900): 26.6mm on 20th
Rain Days (>/=0.2mm): 18
Wet Days (>/=1.0mm): 14

Sunshine:
Total Duration of Bright Sunshine: 200.7hrs
Sunniest day: 13.9hrs on 31st
No. of days without sunshine: 3
Difference from the Monthly Mean: 113.5%
Cloud cover (mean at 0900): 6.5oktas (81.3%)

Pressure (reduced to sea level):
The Highest Pressure: 1021.4mb on 31st
The Lowest Pressure: 998.3mb on 3rd
Mean Pressure (recorded at 0900): 1010.8mb

Winds
Run of wind (mean over 24 hrs): 103.0miles
Mean daily wind speed: 5.6mph
Run of wind (cumulative): 3191.5miles
Highest Maximum Gust: 35mph on 20th
No. of gusts of 50mph or more: 0
Highest wind strength (at 0900): 18.4mph on 30th
Mean wind strength (at 0900): 7.8mph

Winds from the Following Directions:

N 3 NE 1 E 1 SE 1 S 5 SW 6 W 6 NW 5 Calm 5

Concrete  
Lowest Concrete Minimum: 8.0C on 8th
Mean Concrete Minimum: 11.7C
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Days with:
Thunder: 1
Hail <5mm: 0
Hail >/=5mm: 0
Snow or snow & rain: 0
Fog: 0
Air Frost: 0
Gales: 0

Evaporation
Pan 74.96mm

All data © Pitsford Hall weather station.
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REGISTERS

Daily Weather Log
A daily summary of the weather recorded at Pitsford Hall weather station during July 2007. 

Remarks Max   Min   Rain   

1st Overnight rain clearing to sunny spells and frequent showers, sometimes 
heavy. Moderate southerly breeze. 19.6 C 13.8 C 7.3 mm 

2nd Brief sunny spells and frequent showers, heavy through the afternoon 
and evening. 20.1 C 12.5 C 2.8 mm 

3rd Heavy showers early afternoon clearing to warm sunshine. Light south-
westerly. 19.1 C 11.0 C 4.5 mm 

4th Sunny spells and frequent showers, mainly light during the day becoming 
heavy during the evening. 18.5 C 11.6 C 1.3 mm 

5th Spells of sunshine becoming overcast during the afternoon followed by 
rain clearing late evening. 19.4 C 12.1 C 4.9 mm 

6th Overcast with feint drizzle clearing to brief spells of sunshine. 
Freshening westerly wind. 18.3 C 12.4 C tr mm 

7th Dry with prolonged spells of warm sunshine. Very light westerly breeze. 20.3 C 11.5 C _   

8th Dry warm and sunny during the day. Showers late evening and overnight 
into 9th. 20.9 C 8.5 C 0.7 mm 

9th Prolonged spells of sunshine. Sharp shower during the evening. 18.9 C 9.5 C 2.4 mm 
10th Dry with good spells of sunshine during morning and late afternoon. 19.1 C 9.0 C tr mm 

11th Dry, but mostly cloudy until early evening then some good sunshine to 
end the day. 18.1 C 12.0 C _   

12th Overcast with the odd light shower early in the day, clearing to sunny 
spells through the afternoon. Warm. 22.7 C 11.5 C 0.1 mm 

13th Mainly overcast with just a few glimpses of sunshine late afternoon. 
Showers early evening and overnight. 20.0 C 12.5 C 2.1 mm 

14th Warm with some prolonged spells of sunshine. 21.5 C 14.1 C 0.1 mm 
15th Overcast and humid. A few light showers overnight into the 16th. 21.6 C 14.5 C 0.2 mm 

16th Dry with some good sunny spells, especially through the morning. 
Clouding over during the afternoon. 21.6 C 15.5 C _   

17th Sunny spells and frequent brief showers. Fresh south sometimes south-
westerly breeze. 19.9 C 12.7 C 1.6 mm 

18th Showers during the morning, mainly light, clearing to prolonged sunshine 
through the afternoon. 21.9 C 12.8 C 0.5 mm 

19th Dry and warm with prolonged spells of sunshine. 23.9 C 11.4 C 1.8 mm 

20th Prolonged heavy rain with occasionally thundery downpours. Brisk north 
or north-easterly wind. 14.6 C 13.5 C 26.6 mm 

21st Mainly overcast with showers and longer spells of light rain. Brief 
sunshine during the afternoon. 16.0 C 11.5 C 2.1 mm 

22nd Dry with decent spells of sunshine. 18.9 C 8.8 C tr mm 

23rd Showers early in the day, becoming drier later although remaining 
overcast. 18.1 C 11.1 C 0.4 mm 

24th Dry with some prolonged spells of sunshine and feeling reasonably warm. 20.6 C 11.0 C _   

25th Early sunshine then clouding over with showers through the morning and 
early afternoon. 17.1 C 10.5 C 1.7 mm 

26th Heavy showers with occasional downpours through the morning and early 
afternoon, clearing to sunshine. 16.6 C 13.1 C 12.6 mm 

27th Rather cloudy through the morning, but good spells of warm sunshine 
breaking through later. 21.3 C 11.1 C _   

28th Warm spells of sunshine, but clouding over by late afternoon. Rain during 
the evening and overnight. 20.5 C 11.6 C 4.1 mm 
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29th Dry with prolonged unbroken sunshine. 18.5 C 10.3 C _   

30th Dry with good spells of sunshine, broken only by occasional fair weather 
cloud. 18.8 C 8.5 C _   

31st Dry and warm with plenty of sunshine. 21.6 C 8.6 C _   
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Daily Climatological Station Observations

The following data constitutes the station’s official climatological record for July 2007 and is © Pitsford 
Hall weather station. Readings are taken at 0900 hrs GMT or on the hour indicated. Permission to use if for 
commercial purposes must be sought in writing from the station manager, Pitsford Hall weather station, 
Pitsford Hall, Moulton Lane, Pitsford, Northampton NN6 9AX.  

Observations at Pitsford Hall 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th
Time of Observations (GMT) 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 8
Total Cloud (oktas) 8 8 5 7 6 7 6 3
Wind
Direction sse sse wnw wnw wnw w w wsw
Speed (knots) 8 9 9 8 7 12 2 2
Weather 3 20 3 3 3 3 3 2
Visibility 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 15 16 16.6 15.4 17.9 15.1 15.6 14.9
Wet Bulb 13.9 14.7 13.7 12.6 14.1 12.2 13 11.8
Max 19.6 20.1 19.1 18.5 19.4 18.3 20.3 20.9
Min 13.8 12.5 11 11.6 12.1 12.4 11.5 8.5
Black Bulb (C) 16.9 17.3 24.2 25.3 27.5 18.6 25.6 29.6
Concrete
State of Concrete 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Concrete Min (C) 13.5 12 11 11.6 12 12.8 11 8
Evaporation
Piche (ml) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Pan (over interval, mm) > > 5.5 > > > > >
Rainfall
Total (mm) 7.3 2.8 4.5 1.3 4.9 tr _ 0.7
Duration (hrs) 1.5 3.6 2.7 1.1 2.8 _ _ 1
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) 4.9 0.8 1.7 1.2 1.8 _ _ 0.7
Run of Wind
Miles (over 24 hrs) 86.98 80.99 221.61 151.19 157.02 139.44 85.3 66.71
Mean (mph) 4.7 4.4 12 8.2 8.5 7.6 4.6 3.6
Gust (mph) 23 21 24 26 32 32 20 17
Sunshine (hrs) 5.8 3.4 8.9 7.8 5.6 4.3 12.7 9.5
Humidity Statistics
Saturated
VP(Twb) 1.589 1.674 1.569 1.46 1.61 1.422 1.499 1.385
VP 1.514 1.585 1.371 1.269 1.35 1.224 1.321 1.174
Saturated
VP 1.706 1.819 1.89 1.751 2.052 1.717 1.773 1.695
Rel. Humidity 88.7 87.1 72.5 72.5 65.8 71.3 74.5 69.3

Dew Point (C) 13.2 13.9 11.6 10.5 11.4 9.9 11.1 9.3
Pressure (mb) 1000.5 999.8 998.3 1003.7 1011.8 1005.6 1014.8 1017.8
Days with
thunder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
snow _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
fog _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
gales _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

See appendix 2 for an explanation of the coding system used in this report, specifically for cloud cover, 
present weather, visibility and states of the concrete. All readings are made by trained observers using 
standard instrumentation except on days marked § where automatic weather station readings are 
substituted owing to staff absence.
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Daily Climatological Station Observations - ctd

Observations at Pitsford Hall 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 16th
Time of Observations (GMT) 9 9 9 7 7 9 8 9
Total Cloud (oktas) 5 4 8 8 8 7 8 8
Wind
Direction w calm n ssw calm ssw nne ssw
Speed (knots) 7 0 14 1 0 6 8 6
Weather 3 2 2 2 55 3 2 2
Visibility 7 8 6 7 6 8 7 7
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 16 15.1 14.2 14 14.3 17 16.1 17
Wet Bulb 12.4 12.1 11.7 13.3 13.7 14.8 14 15.5
Max 18.9 19.1 18.1 22.7 20 21.5 21.6 21.6
Min 9.5 9 12 11.5 12.5 14.1 14.5 15.5
Black Bulb (C) 28.8 28.9 16.7 14.9 14.4 20.5 18.9 22.1
Concrete
State of Concrete 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Concrete Min (C) 9.5 9.1 12.4 12.1 12.9 14.6 14.6 15.6
Evaporation
Piche (ml) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Pan (over interval, mm) > > > > > > 33.56 >
Rainfall
Total (mm) 2.4 tr _ 0.1 2.1 0.1 0.2 _
Duration (hrs) 0.7 _ _ 0.2 2.5 0.8 0.8 _
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) 3.4 _ _ 0.5 0.8 0.1 0.3 _
Run of Wind
Miles (over 24 hrs) 61.74 95.75 87.87 85.11 125.96 73.95 71.75 86.06
Mean (mph) 3.3 5.2 4.8 4.6 6.8 4 3.9 4.7
Gust (mph) 10 22 23 19 19 21 18 16
Sunshine (hrs) 9 10 3.8 5.6 0.2 10.9 0 5
Humidity Statistics
Saturated
VP(Twb) 1.441 1.413 1.376 1.528 1.569 1.684 1.599 1.762
VP 1.195 1.208 1.206 1.48 1.528 1.533 1.455 1.659
Saturated
VP 1.819 1.717 1.62 1.599 1.631 1.939 1.831 1.939
Rel. Humidity 65.7 70.4 74.4 92.6 93.7 79.1 79.5 85.6

Dew Point (C) 9.6 9.7 9.7 12.8 13.3 13.3 12.6 14.6
Pressure (mb) 1013.3 1012.2 1014.2 1013.3 1012.7 1008.7 1012.2 1009.1
Days with
thunder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
snow _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
fog _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
gales _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

See appendix 2 for an explanation of the coding system used in this report, specifically for cloud cover, 
present weather, visibility and states of the concrete. All readings are made by trained observers using 
standard instrumentation except on days marked § where automatic weather station readings are 
substituted owing to staff absence.
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Daily Climatological Station Observations - ctd

Observations at Pitsford Hall 17th 18th 19th 20th 21st 22nd 23rd 24th
Time of Observations (GMT) 8 9 9 9 9 8 9 9
Total Cloud (oktas) 7 7 5 8 8 7 8 7
Wind
Direction ssw ssw calm nne nnw sw e nw
Speed (knots) 9 2 0 9 2 1 9 9
Weather 3 60 2 62 61 2 80 3
Visibility 8 8 8 7 6 7 7 7
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 15.5 15.5 18.2 14.5 12.1 12.6 15.3 15.3
Wet Bulb 13.6 14 15.1 13.9 11.9 11.9 13.9 13.1
Max 19.9 21.9 23.9 14.6 16 18.9 18.1 20.6
Min 12.7 12.8 11.4 13.5 11.5 8.8 11.1 11
Black Bulb (C) 16.9 18.6 34.3 14.1 12.9 24.1 18.8 20.6
Concrete
State of Concrete 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0
Concrete Min (C) 12.9 13.1 11.7 14.3 12.1 8.8 12 10.4
Evaporation
Piche (ml) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Pan (over interval, mm) > > > 13.15 > > > >
Rainfall
Total (mm) 1.6 0.5 1.8 26.6 2.1 tr 0.4 _
Duration (hrs) 0.9 0.5 2.2 17.2 1.2 _ 0.3 _
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) 1.8 1 0.8 1.5 1.8 _ 1.3 _
Run of Wind
Miles (over 24 hrs) 111.31 102.7 86.45 115.54 48.23 64.59 123.37 101.77
Mean (mph) 6 5.6 4.7 6.3 2.6 3.5 6.7 5.5
Gust (mph) 23 18 21 35 <15 16 23 20
Sunshine (hrs) 7.3 8.4 7.7 0 0.2 6.4 0 9.1
Humidity Statistics
Saturated
VP(Twb) 1.558 1.599 1.717 1.589 1.394 1.394 1.589 1.508
VP 1.428 1.496 1.505 1.548 1.38 1.346 1.493 1.358
Saturated
VP 1.762 1.762 2.091 1.652 1.413 1.46 1.739 1.739
Rel. Humidity 81 84.9 72 93.7 97.7 92.2 85.9 78.1

Dew Point (C) 12.3 13 13.1 13.5 11.7 11.4 12.9 11.5
Pressure (mb) 1010.5 1015.4 1019.4 1013.4 1012.9 1010.5 1001.5 1007
Days with
thunder _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _
hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
snow _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
fog _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
gales _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

See appendix 2 for an explanation of the coding system used in this report, specifically for cloud cover, 
present weather, visibility and states of the concrete. All readings are made by trained observers using 
standard instrumentation except on days marked § where automatic weather station readings are 
substituted owing to staff absence.
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Daily Climatological Station Observations – ctd

Observations at Pitsford Hall 25th 26th 27th 28th 29th 30th 31st§
Time of Observations (GMT) 9 9 9 9 8 9 9
Total Cloud (oktas) 8 8 7 3 8 2 1
Wind
Direction s ssw sw w nnw nnw nw
Speed (knots) 10 8 10 10 15 16 1
Weather 3 52 3 2 3 2 2
Visibility 7 7 7 8 7 8 8
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 16.6 15 16.6 16.2 13.2 14.6 15.5
Wet Bulb 14.4 14.1 14.2 13 11.6 11 12.6
Max 17.1 16.6 21.3 20.5 18.5 18.8 21.6
Min 10.5 13.1 11.1 11.6 10.3 8.5 8.6
Black Bulb (C) 20.9 15 20.6 28.2 17.6 25.4 30.6
Concrete
State of Concrete 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Concrete Min (C) 11.1 13.3 10.1 11.1 11.2 8.1 8.5
Evaporation
Piche (ml) _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Pan (over interval, mm) > > > > > 22.75 >
Rainfall
Total (mm) 1.7 12.6 _ 4.1 _ _ _
Duration (hrs) 1.2 3.2 _ 6.7 _ _ _
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) 1.4 3.9 _ 0.6 _ _ _
Run of Wind
Miles (over 24 hrs) 139.85 143.75 108.13 94.44 158.74 103.69 11.5
Mean (mph) 7.6 7.8 5.9 5.1 8.6 5.6 0.6
Gust (mph) 21 25 23 23 27 25 15
Sunshine (hrs) 0.6 2.2 9.2 9.8 11.5 11.9 13.9
Humidity Statistics
Saturated
VP(Twb) 1.641 1.61 1.62 1.499 1.367 1.313 1.46
VP 1.491 1.548 1.456 1.281 1.258 1.068 1.262
Saturated
VP 1.89 1.706 1.89 1.843 1.518 1.663 1.762
Rel. Humidity 78.9 90.7 77 69.5 82.9 64.2 71.6

Dew Point (C) 12.9 13.5 12.6 10.6 10.4 7.9 10.4
Pressure (mb) 1010.7 1003.6 1009.5 1014.1 1014.5 1021.3 1021.4
Days with
thunder _ _ _ _ _ _ _
hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _
hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _
snow _ _ _ _ _ _ _
fog _ _ _ _ _ _ _
gales _ _ _ _ _ _ _

See appendix 2 for an explanation of the coding system used in this report, specifically for cloud cover, 
present weather, visibility and states of the concrete. All readings are made by trained observers using 
standard instrumentation except on days marked § where automatic weather station readings are 
substituted owing to staff absence.
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United Kingdom Weather Diary – July 2007

Low pressure over W areas of the British Isles led to an unsettled day on the 1st. It was a generally 
cloudy day in most areas with several bands of rain affecting most places from time to time. Away 
from these bands, there were some heavy showers - these merged into further organised bands, and 
also turned thundery during the afternoon and early evening from N England to SE Scotland. By 
2400GMT the low centres were located over the Isle of man (993mb) and just N of the Outer Hebrides 
(993mb). (Weybourne 21.8C, Aviemore 7.6C, Okehampton 32.8mm, Shepshed 7.6h.) 

The low pressure center deepened to the W of Scotland on the 2nd and was slow-moving, giving 
another rather cloudy and unsettled day everywhere. There was fog around the Northern Isles during 
the morning but rain and shwoers tended to be the main feature of the day's weather. Rain was heavy 
over NW Scotland early in the morning while elsewhere the showers turned heavy during the 
afternoon, disrupting play at Wimbledon. Showers turned thunder during the afternoon and evening 
over parts of NE Ireland, N England, the NE Midlands and East Anglia. (Shepshed 21.9C, Port Ellen 9.0C, 
St. Angelo 29.4mm, Durham 5.0h.) 

The low pressure centre extended E across Scotland during the 3rd. There was some heavy rain in 
Yorkshire around dawn with showers elsewhere across the British Isles. Thunderstorms occurred in 
parts of NE Scotland in the morning, with sferics being reported at this time over NE England; during 
the afternoon and evening thunderstorms became widespread SE of a line Hull-Exeter. The Channel 
Island saw some heavy rain before dawn as a shallow low pushed NE over N France. Parts of south 
London were hit by flash floods following a massive storm that swept across SE England. The storm 
broke out at about 1600GMT in this part of London and lasted about 20 minutes. Eyewitnesses reported 
seeing the sky suddenly turn dark before the torrential downpour of rain and hailstones began. 
Emergency services were indundated with calls after several areas including South Wimbledon, Putney, 
Clapham and Brixton were hit. The hailstones "were really large pieces of hail the size of 20 pence 
pieces which tore through the sky, ripping leaves from the trees and flowers from plants. I have never 
seen anything like it." Minster, on the Isle of Sheppey, had cars and properties damaged by the sudden 
deluge. Parts of the A12 in Suffolk were left submerged by flash flooding, leaving rush hour traffic grid-
locked, while four people were injured by lightning strikes. (Strathallan 21.0C, Loch Glascarnoch 5.7C, 
Stonyhurst 39.0mm, Stornoway 13.0h.) 

A cyclonic circulation continued to give unsettled weather over the British Isles on the 4th. After 
another cloudy night an area of rain pushed E across Ireland during the morning - to be followed by 
shwoers in the W. There were also showers over Britain in the morning and these continued into the 
afternoon. The rain over E Ireland weakened in intensity as it reached Wales - but as the low centre 
moved E some sferics were reported across E parts of England and Scotland in the late afternoon. 
(Boulmer 21.0C, Loch Glascarnoch 9.7C, Woodford 31.0mm, Prestwick 7.4h.) 

Another deepening area of low pressure pushed E across Ireland during the 5th, and was located at 
995mb over Cumbria by 2400GMT. Although there was fog around the Northern Isles overnight, for 
most places it was dry overnight - although there were some showers in parts of Cent S England and SW 
Scotland. In Ireland there were also a few showers ahead of an area of frontal rain that reached SW 
Ireland before dawn. There were scattered showers for many areas during the day, and the frontal rain 
spread across Ireland during the morning - also affecting Cornwall and Devon. During the afternoon and 
evening the rain spread across England and Wales and into W and S Scotland. The fog in the Northern 
Isles cleared during the early afternoon - while later in the day there were guists to 50kn around some 
Irish Sea coasts. (Bridlington 21.1C, Fair Isle 9.2C, Dundrennan 16.6mm, Leconfield 5.4h.) 

The low quickly moved across N England early on the 6th and a mostly W'ly flow with widespread 
showers followed across the British Isles. The showers were widespraed over N Britain and Ireland - 
becoming organised into bands in places. Further S it became drier as the day wore on - with sunny 
spells and broken cloud, especially in the evening when a gradual clearance in the cloud developed 
over Ireland and much of S and Cent England and Wales. The Met Office reported some thunderstorms 
during the day over the extreme NE of England and parts of Scotland. (Heathrow 20.8C, Lake Vyrnwy 
9.6C, Stonyhurst 37.4mm, Camborne 13.4h.) 
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Frontal cloud during the 7th meant a cloudy day for Scotland and N parts of England and Ireland, with 
some rain; the rain was heavy at times over N Scotland. Much of Ireland and S Britain had a clear night 
with a dry day following - although some showers affected East Anglia for a while in the afternoon. 
Later in the day the showers died out but the rain continued across Scotland. However, the next spell 
of frontal rain reached SW Ireland shortly before midnight as cloud cover increased in W Ireland. 
(Heathrow 22.4C, Preston Wynne 8.0C, Kirkwall 32.8mm, Yeovilton 14.3h.) 

Rain continued across N Scotland into the 8th and slowly spread across Ireland before dawn. However, 
elsewhere skies were clear until the cloud over Ireland spread E and showers started to develop over W 
parts of Britain. The showers became thunder during the late morning and afetrnoon in E Ireland and 
also across parts of N Wales and the N Midlands in the afternoon and evening. The Met Office reported 
falls of 15-20mm per hour in places in N Wales and NW England. Showers later broke out over S wales 
and SW England - although the SE corner of England remained largely dry and sunny. (London 22.2C, 
Katesbridge 1.7C, Capel Curig 35.4mm, Boulmer 12.1h.) 

Troughs gave some heavy rain in SW England during the early hours of the 9th and later in the morning 
rain and showers fell further E across S England. Thunderstorms were also reported over the Channel 
Islands during the morning. A low centre moved S over W Scotland towards Liverpool Bay during the 
day bringing frontal rain S over W Scotland and Ireland, and then into Wales SW and Cent S England. 
Further E thunderstorms formed during the afternoon E of a line Cleveland to the Isle of Wight. E 
Scotland had a mostly dry and sunny day - as did NW and N areas of Scotland. (London 21.9C, Braemar 
2.6C, Chivenor 26.2mm, Dyce 14.7h.) 

During the early hours of the 10th the rain in S Ireland, S Wales and SW England moved E across S 
England; cloud spread across N Scotland to give some rain in places there by dawn. Elsewhere there 
was broken cloud overnight in W parts of the British Isles but mostly clear skies in E England and SE 
Scotland. Further cloud and rain affected Ireland during the day and there were showers and rain over 
N Scotland and the SW corner of England and Wales, especially during the morning. The showers across 
Scotland moved S through E Scotland and NE England in the afternoon - and a cool NW'ly airflow 
became established during the day. (Bridlington 21.5C, Saughall 3.1C, Okehampton 19.8mm, Church 
Fenton 10.4h.) 

Light rain and showers affected parts of the East Anglia and the Northern Isles into the 11th, and by 
dawn some frontal rain rain and drizzle had pushed E into W Ireland. Cloud cover was broken 
elsewhere overnight. The rain in N Scotland spread SE across E Scotland during the morning, but 
amounts were mostly small. Successive bands of frontal cloud and rain spread across Ireland during the 
day - but made little progress beyond W Scotland, Anglesey and SW England. After a cloudy start in 
many places, there were sunny spells during the day in many parts of Cent and E England - although 
most of Scotland remained rather cloudy, except in the SE. (Lee-on-Solent 22.5C, Spadeadam 8.0C, 
Cardinham 7.0mm, Hurn 11.7h.) 

Warm air behind a warm front pushed E across Wales before dawn on the 12th and had covered most 
of England and S Scotland by midday - before reaching N Scotland by midnight. This meant a mostly 
cloudy morning over England, after a clear start in the E, with rain and drizzle. Scotland also had a 
cloudy morning and afternoon with rain from the front. Further light rain spread across Ireland during 
the morning giving a rather cloudy day here, but there were breaks in the cloud during the afternoon 
in parts of Cent and S England, while late in the afternoon the Met Office reported some 
thunderstorms in the Lincolnshire. (London 24.3C, Braemar 7.3C, Boulmer 7.6mm, Edgbaston 7.5h.) 

Low pressure moved E just to the N of Scotland during the morning of the 13th and another low centre 
deepened as it moved NE over Ireland during the afternoon, being located over SW Scotland (997mb) 
by 2400GMT. These meant a rather cloudy day in Scotland with some rain in the N at first. A warm 
sector spread N over england and wales during the day giving a cloudy day here with some moderately 
heavy rain in places. Similar conditions affected Ireland although the skies did clear from the W here in 
the evening. There were some localised floods in parts of Wales and W England - with warm and humid 
conditions across much of England during the afternoon and evening. Temperatures across England by 
midnight were 17-19C in many areas. (Gravesend 24.9C, Eskdalemuir 5.2C, Pembrey Sands 42.8mm, 
Kinlochewe 7.3h.) 
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The 14th began with rather cloudy skies and warm air across E England but as the low moved NE across 
Scotland during the morning this cloud and rain moved E to be followed by showery conditions that 
pushed E from Ireland. The low passage brought some heavy rain over Scotland, with the Met Office 
reporting a four-hour fall of 21mm at Inverbervie. Across Ireland some of these showers turned 
thundery during the afternoon and showers occurred over Scotland after the low centred cleared away 
- but rain and drizzle continued to affect the Northern Isles through the evening. There was a general 
clearance of the cloud in the evening as the showers died out over much of Ireland, Wales and England 
- although some cloud did linger in S England. (London 23.8C, Dalwhinnie 9.5C, Port Glenone 25.2mm, 
Valley 11.1h.) 

The 15th brought another low tracking N from Biscay to the Irish Sea and this drew a warm sector N 
over E Wales and much of England during the day. As the warm front pushed N there were intense 
thunderstorms reported from Kent around dawn to the N Midlands in the evening. Overnight there 
were largely clear skies ahead of this warm front, except over N Scotland where rain and drizzle failed 
to clear until about midday. Many arts of Ireland had a bright day until the low centre reached S 
Britain - rain and drizle then followed, with Belmullet reporting a thunderstorm during the evening. 
Some of the thunderstorms across England were locally very heavy, with parts of London experiencing 
18mm of rain in 15 minutes, accompanied large hail. There were also reports of a tornado touching 
down in NE England, close to the A1 near Sedgefield, at about 2030GMT. (Charlwood 25.7C, Tulloch 
Bridge 6.1C, Liscombe 22.8mm, Tiree 13.6h.) 

A complex area of low pressure centred over Ireland caused a thundery day on the 16th. During the 
night rain moved N through N England and Northern Ireland into Scotland, reaching all but the N of 
Scotland by dawn and giving some heavy falls in parts of S Scotland. Misty or foggy conditions followed 
the rain in many parts of E England. During the day the rain and drizzle was mostly confined to 
Scotland and NW Ireland and was still affecting N Scotland by midnight. Behind the rain were showers - 
which were heavy and thundery across much of Ireland during the afternoon and from Cornwall to NE 
England in the afternoon and evening. At Aldergrove 20mm of rain fell in one hour. (London 24.2C, 
Braemar 6.0C, St. Angelo 33.0mm, Valley 10.8h.) 

A low pressure centre remained close to NW Ireland throughout the 17th. The Northern Isles had rain, 
heavy at times, from an associated front but elsewhere there were widespread and sometimnes heavy 
showers. These turned thundery in SW England before dawn many parts of Ireland, Cent and N 
England, Wales and s Scotland in the afternoon and evening. Flash flooding was reported in several 
places, including Weston-super-Mare, Tenbury Wells and near Grantown-on-Spey. Four simultaneous 
funnel clouds were reported at Manchester Airport during the early afternoon, and the updraught from 
a tornado in Gloucestershire was apparently sufficiently intense to lift a skip over a house, according 
to the Met Office. In Tenbury Wells West Mercia Police advised that all routes south of Teme Bridge in 
Tenbury Wells were affected by the flooding with no access into the town over Teme bridge. The 
Stillorgan area of Dublin suffered thousands of euros worth of damage after flooding hit; a local stream 
burst its banks after an "exceptional" amount of rainfall took it over capacity. Numerous properties 
were damaged as a result of the flooding, which has prompted authorities to look at ways of improving 
drainage across the area. (Weybourne 22.5C, Redesdale Camp 8.0C, Lerwick 22.0mm, Valley 10.5h.) 

Low pressure persisted across Ireland on the 18th giving another unsettkled day across the British Isles. 
Showers were heavy but thunderstorms were mostly limited to parts of N England, the E Midlands and 
W Scotland. There were reports of hail across parts of N Scotland and S Scotland with 14mm in an hour 
at Eskdalemuir. Flash flooding was reported in Filey in North Yorkshire during the afternoon; houses 
were after the floods left 3ft of water in homes following a cloudburst at 1245GMT. North Yorkshire 
Fire and Rescue Service received about 60 calls from residents and businesses relating to flooding. At 
Kirby Misperton in North Yorkshire a funnel cloud was seen. The Met Office reported 17.6mm of rain in 
an hour in Kenley. In between the showers most places had sunny periods although a S'ward moving 
fron over Scotland meant longer periods of cloud and precipitation there. (London 24.3C, Tulloch 
Bridge 5.7C, Kenley 23.8mm, Aberporth 14.0h.) 

Cyclonic conditions continued over Ireland on the 19th, although in many parts of the British Isles 
there were clear spells overnight. The low gave some overnight rain over Ireland and S Scotland but as 
the day developed so did the thunderstorms. Thunder occurred over SW England and SW Wales in the 
morning and then spread to much of Ireland and many parts of Wales and W and N England by the 
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evening. Heavy hourly falls reported by the Met Office included 15.8mm at Chivenor and 22.8mm at 
Osbournby (Lincolnshire). Although the showers died down in many places in the evening, 
thunderstorms continued from Hampshire to Shropshire. A 64-year-old map was attempting to bale 
water out of his cellar in Alston during the evening when he suffered head injuries and later died. 
Alston was badly hit by flooding with several homes affected by rising water, which had run off the 
fells into the town. A train route between Tyneside and Cumbria clsoed for a while after landslips 
blocked the line between Brampton in Cumbria and Haltwhistle in Northumberland following heavy 
rain. (Gravesend 25.5C, Altnaharra 5.4C, Lough Fea 23.2mm, Manston 13.8h.) 

The 20th dawned with an area of low pressure over SE England and heavy thundery rain from the S 
Midlands to Hampshire. The low then moved N - centred at 1010mb over the E Midlands by 2400GMT, 
and the heavy rain moved N into Yorkshire and the NW Midlands by the end of the day. However, the 
thunder was mostly confined to Cent S England and had largely ended by late morning, although there 
were also separate thunderstorms over NW Wales before dawn. Parts of Devon and Cornwall remained 
generally dry, while E Ireland had rain in the afternoon. There were showers during ther day in a N'ly 
airflow over W Ireland while Scotland had sunny spells in the N and cloud in the S. In fact clear skies 
before dawn in N Scotland resulted in a ground frost in places. Brize Norton recorded 115mm during 
the day, and some places received 30-40mm in a single hour. In Maidenhead 51mm fell in 63 minutes 
and 98.6mm fell in the 12 hours ending 1300GMT. There was significant disruption to road and rail 
transport as rivers burst their banks, and flash flooding brought chaos from South Wales to the Thames 
Valley. Helicopters were sent to rescue people from homes in Worcestershire and a hospital was 
flooded in West Sussex. Roads were badly hit in the Midlands and across southern England, with flights 
and trains cancelled or late. In the village of Sedgeberrow in Worcestershire, nearly 40 people had to 
be rescued from their homes after the River Isbourne burst its banks - some of them were plucked from 
their homes by RAF helicopter. Pupils at the Bredon Hill Middle school in the village of Ashton Under 
Hill, Worcestershire, had to spend the last night of the summer term at school due to surrounding 
floodwaters. Firefighters were called to help rescue children from Cherry Orchard Primary School in 
Worcester after it was flooded by half a foot of water. The city's roads have been badly hit, with police 
advising drivers to take care on the only four remaining routes which are affected by standing water. 
Earlier, flash flooding hit many parts of Berkshire, forcing the closure of at least three schools in 
Windsor and one in Maidenhead, where about 30 homes were flooded and a woman had to be rescued 
from her car. The town's main shopping centre was also shut; however floods in maidenhead were the 
result of excessive runoff, not river water. The Glade music festival near Aldermaston, Reading, had to 
be suspended because of severe flooding with cars reported "floating around" in the car park. In 
Gloucestershire, the council has set up emergency rest centres to shelter people forced out of their 
homes by flooding after the "worst conditions the county has seen in years". Heathrow Airport had to 
cancel 141 flights because of severe weather conditions across the country. Luton Airport was 
described as "virtually cut off" by floodwaters at one point. Parts of south London were badly hit, with 
roads submerged under 2ft of water in some parts. Three people trapped in a building cut off by floods 
in Barry, south Wales, were rescued by emergency services. The villages of Syresham and Helmdon in 
south Northamptonshire were badly hit, with a junior school evacuated in Helmdon. In Hereford, the 
council handed out Wellington boots to help motorists trying to rescue about 200 vehicles stranded in a 
car park. In West Sussex, Worthing Hospital was flooded by 18in of water, with many homes also 
flooded across the county. London's Tube network suffered major disruption, with the Circle line 
suspended, the District line partially suspended and several Tube stations closed because of flooding. 
Mainline rail services remain badly disrupted, with services between London and the south coast and 
South West, and services in the Midlands particularly badly hit, with scores of train cancellations 
leaving thousands of passengers stranded. In North Yorkshire several villages were affected by 
floodwater, including 30 homes evacuated in Gilling Beck. Severe weather caused havoc across 
Hampshire as flooding, small landslides, fallen trees and abandoned vehicles block the roads, the worst 
affected areas being in the N of the county. The M4 and M5 motorways in particular were badly 
afrected by floodwater. (Gravesend 21.5C, Kinbrace 0.5C, Pershore College 135.2mm, Stornoway 
14.8h.) 

The rain area continued to push N through N areas of England and Wales in the early hours of the 21st 
and by the afternoon was falling across S and E Scotland. Rain became persistent across southern and 
eastern Scotland during the afternoon giving a wet end to the day at Carnoustie. S England, Ireland, 
the Midlands and East Anglia had showers during the day, with some sferics reported in the late 
afternoon evening in SW Ireland and Cent S England. Thunder stopped the Test Match at Lords for a 
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while. SW Scotland had a rather cloudy but moistly dry day, while there were sunny pspells from NW 
Ireland through NW Scotland to Shetland. Floods continued to affect large areas of tyhe Midlands, from 
Herefordshire to oxfordshire in particular. (Gravesend 21.4C, Altnaharra 2.6C, Shobdon 28.6mm, 
Lerwick 11.4h.) 

Overnight into the 22nd there was persistent in much of E Scotland and generally cloud skies 
elsewhere, except over parts of N Ireland where clear skies led to some early mist and fog. There were 
also overnight fog patches in parts of Cent S England and rain in parts of Cent S England, Kent and 
Sussex. S Wales had some heavy rain during the morning and showers affected Wales, E Ireland and W 
England as a trough pushed N. The rain lingered in E Scotland throughout the day while in the evening 
another frontal rain area approached SW England and S Ireland. Many parts of S Scotland and N Ireland 
had a sunhny day before cloud spread N later in the day. SE England and East Anglia also had a sunny 
day. As rainwater continued to move down flooded rivers, warning of further flooding were issued in 
areas affected by the recent rains. The Association of British Insurers (ABI) said the final bill for the 
damage and disruption caused by the latest floods could run into hundreds of millions with an 
estimated £2 billion being the cost of settling insurance claims due to the summer floods so far. 
(London 21.9C, Katesbridge 4.5C, Charterhall 30.6mm, Prestwick 11.6h.) 

On the 23rd a low pressure system moved E along the English Channel giving further rain S of a line 
from Cornwall and S Ireland to Lincolnshire. The rain was heavy over parts of SW England. Rain 
affected NE Scotland early in the day, and persisted over the Northern isles until the late evening 
before moving away to the N. As the low moved E a N'ly flow became established across W parts of the 
British Isles; N England and S Scotland had heavy showers during the afternoon - with thunder here in 
places. Further rain affected cent S and SE England in the evening, before clearing skies spread from 
the W across much of Ireland, SW Scotland, Wales and W England. The flooding crisis in central and 
western England continues as Britain's two biggest rivers, the Severn and the Thames, threaten to 
overflow. In Gloucestershire, the worst-affected county, where thousands of people have been left 
without water supply. Elsewhere in Gloucestershire, 43,000 homes were left without power after a 
major electricity substation was turned off because of the rising water. The Environment Agency 
warned water levels are expected to exceed those of the devastating floods of 1947. It said water 
levels on the River Severn and Thames could reach a "critical" level in some areas. Severe flood 
warnings were in place for the Midlands, Oxfordshire and Bedfordshire. A spokesman for the agency 
said the River Severn and the Thames would continue to swell until Tuesday and that levels on both 
rivers could increase beyond those of 60 years ago. Parts of Worcestershire were under 2m of water 
and the Army was deployed to help emergency services provide supplies to people in Upton-upon-
Severn. Residents at risk of flooding in Oxford were told to leave their homes as water levels are 
expected to rise. Some homes in Oxford, Abingdon, Kidlington and Bladon were flooded. Meanwhile the 
government has not ruled out more development on flood plains, as it unveiled plans for three million 
new homes by 2020. (Glasgow 21.0C, Eskdalemuir 4.6C, Isle of Scilly 59.6mm, Prestwick 15.1h.) 

The 24th dawned cloudy in E and S England as an area of low pressure cleared the SE of England; there 
was also some frontal cloud and rain across Scotland - but elsewhere early cloud cover was patchy 
although in the Channel Islands there was some lingering rain from the low. Clear skies across Cent 
England led to some fog patches by dawn in Yorkshire. Over Scotland the cloud did not break up in 
many places until late afternoon; elsewhere much of England and Wales away from the NE coast of 
England had a sunny day. There were some showers in parts of NE England and S Scotland and some 
light rain in NE Scotland for a while. During the afternoon cloud spread E across Ireland and into W 
Scotland - with rain in W Ireland by late afternoon and in W Scotland in the evening. By midnight this 
rain had reached W Wales. (Shoeburyness 23.1C, Threave 3.6C, Manston 8.2mm, Camborne 13.4h.) 

Cloud spread E across much of the British Isles during the early hours of the 25th as frontal rain spread 
E. Parts of East Anglia had a sunny start to the day - and by mid-morning all of Ireland had brightened 
up, although rain showers were starting to break out. The main rain areas took until near midnight to 
clear SE England but further troughs resulted in organised banks of showers across many areas of 
Ireland and into W Britain. The main rain are also spread N and much of Scotland had a rather cloudy 
day, with rain still falling on Shetland at midnight. During the late afternoon a few showers turned 
thundery over NE Ireland and SW Scotland. (Wattisham 22.0C, Kinbrace 7.2C, Killowen 16.6mm, 
Aldergrove 6.9h.) 
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Low pressure moved NE off NW Scotland during the 26th and drove several troughs and bands of 
showers across the British Isles during the day. During the morning one heavy band of rain crossed 
Wales and SW England during the morning and then moved NE'wards giving some heavy rain in places. 
Showers were heavy in places, and there were widespread sferics reported across N and E Ireland, N 
and Cent England and parts of E Scotland in the afternoon and early evening. In parts of S England the 
showers were accompanied by gusts to 40kn on the coast. During the evening there was a clearance of 
most cloud across Ireland, Wales, N and Cent England and S Scotland. (Gravesend 21.1C, Dalwhinnie 
9.1C, Sennybridge 32.0mm, Kinlochewe 5.9h.) 

Skies remained mostly clear in many E areas of Britain into the 27th although there were a few 
showers in W parts of Scotland and Ireland and cloud cover increased in W parts of Wales and England 
around dawn. Showers occurred in many areas during the day; theye were mostly light except in parts 
of N Ireland and W Scotland. An area of rain and drizzle spread E across Cent S and SE England and the 
Channel Islands in the late afternoon and evening. (Gravesend 22.5C, Kinbrace 6.1C, Shap 12.8mm, 
Boulmer 11.5h.) 

The 28th dawned with largely clear skies, except across Scotland where cloud was widespread in the N 
and W with some rain. During the morning this cloud and rain transferred SE and took until the evening 
to clear in some E areas. There were showers during the morning over Ireland and parts of N England - 
and rather cloudy skies in S Ireland. Elsewhere the morning was mostly sunny. The cloud in S Ireland 
gave rain in SW Ireland by midday and this pushed E across S Wales, S England and the Midlands during 
the afternoon and evening - giving moderately heavy falls in places around a shallow low centre. By 
midnight the rain had reached Kent and East Anglia - but there were clearing skies in the evening over 
N Ireland and around the Scottish Borders. (St. James Park, London 22.9C, Katesbridge 5.7C, 
Kinlochewe 14.6mm, Leeming 11.3h.) 

The rain cleared E England by late morning on the 29th and across most of England, Wales and Ireland 
a sunny day followed. Scotland was rather cloudy during the day with showers in places - and some of 
these showers also affected N England and N Ireland. A few showers affected E England and East Anglia 
and these turned thundery during the evening in E England. by midnight, when most shower acticity 
had died down, skies were clear across much of the British Isles, except in N Scotland - where showers 
continued to occur over Shetland. (Lee-on-Solent 21.6C, Katesbridge 1.7C, Manston 20.6mm, Valley 
12.8h.) 

Into the 30th skies were mostly clear except across parts of W Ireland and Scotland. The cloud led to a 
few showers that continued throughout the day in N and W Scotland, while a ground frost was reported 
in a few sheltered places under the clear skies. Some light rain also fell later in N Ireland. Elsewhere, 
with high pressure close to Ireland during the day (1026mb near Galway at 1200GMT), the were only 
small amounts of cloud and long sunny spells. During the evening much of the cloud across England, 
Wales and Ireland cleared, although Scotland and parts of NE England remained cloudy. (St James Park 
21.0C, Katesbridge 2.9C, Loch Glascarnoch 4.0mm, Camborne 12.4h.) 

Overnight cloud was mostly confined to Scotland into the 31st - elsewhere clear skies led to a touch of 
ground frost in a few sheltered spots. During the day frontal cloud pushed E and later gave rain to W 
areas of Scotland and Ireland in particular. Elsewhere, cloud tended to be patchy and it was a warm 
day with sunny spells. (London 24.7C, Sennybridge 3.3C, Lusa 19.6mm, Camborne 14.5h.) 

Information provided courtesy of Roger Brugge, Department of Meteorology at the University of 
Reading and the Climatological Observers Link.
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Notable Weather Events recorded across Northamptonshire

2 July

June ends with the county experiencing the 
wettest June on record. Just over three times the 
average June rainfall is recorded at Pitsford Hall 
(176.1mm). As heavy showers continue into July 
the village of Stoke Goldingston, just over the 
county border in Buckinghamshire, is yet again 
flooded. Over three feet of flood water inundates 
part of the village representing the second time the 
village is flooded within a month. The Environment 
Agency reports that up to 60mm of rain fell over 
Stoke Goldingston on the 2nd causing many 
residents to be evacuated.

 20 July

Heavy rain and torrential thundery downpours affect 
the county. South Northamptonshire is the worst 
affected area with the villages of Helmdon, Syresham 
and Silverstone badly hit. Flood waters rise to 4 feet in 
the space of half an hour. Fire  crews from across the 
county attend the scene to pump water out of homes 
and to assist in rescue operations including the 
evacuation of 60 pupils from Helmdon Primary School. 
The Environment Agency releases a flood warning for 
the Great Ouse between Brackley and Thornborough 
and flood watches for stretches of the Cherwell, upper 
Nene and Tove. Villagers in Bugbrooke, Nether Heyford 
and Tiffield are warned to be prepared for flooding. 
Several events across the county are cancelled 
including the 3D Masters Helicopter Championship at 
the University of Northampton and an archaeological 
dig at Bury Mounts in Towcester. At Pitsford Hall 
26.6mm of rain was recorded in the 24 hour period 
prior to 0900 GMT on the 21st. 

Reports from Stations across 
Northamptonshire

Reports received from weather stations affiliated to Pitsford Hall 
across the county. Pitsford Hall weather station is not responsible for 
any inaccuracy contained in these reports. They are supplied for 
interest only. 

From K Bulcock, Desborough:

COL registered climatological site. Altitude 127m AMSL.

Total rain: 81.3mm (149% of average)
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Max 24 hour rainfall: 19.8mm
Total number of raindays: 21

Highest maximum temperature: 22.2C on 12th, 16th
Lowest maximum temperature: 15.6C on 21st
Highest minimum temperature: 14.4C on 14th
Lowest minimum temperature: 6.1C on 31st
Mean maximum temperature: 19.2C
Mean minimum temperature: 9.8C
Overall mean temperature: 14.5C

Difference from the average: -2.0C

Days with falling snow: 0
Days with lying snow: 0
Days with thunder: 2: 2nd, 20th
Days with fog: 1
Days with hail: 0
Days with air frosts: 0
Days with ground frosts: 0

Comments: Coolest July since 1980 (14.3C). Sunny days 7th-9th, and 29th-31st prevented dullest on 
record. Rain 19.8mm on 20th not torrential here. No flooding. Rainfall May-July 325.9mm. Average 
164.3mm. Wettest early summer on record. 
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From C R Bristow, Byfield:xx

COL registered climatological site. Altitude 159m AMSL.

Total rain: 112.5mm (212% of average)
Max 24 hour rainfall: 29.4mm on 27th
Total number of raindays: 20

Duration of Bright Sunshine: 126.4hrs (74% of average)

Highest maximum temperature: 23.1C on 23rd
Lowest maximum temperature: 9.0C on 28th
Highest minimum temperature:  15.0C om 25th
Lowest minimum temperature: 1.5C on 30th
Mean maximum temperature: 16.0C
Mean minimum temperature: 7.5C
Overall mean temperature: 11.7C

Lowest grass minimum: -2.4C on 30th

Days with falling snow: 0
Days with lying snow: 0
Days with thunder: 0
Days with fog: 0
Days with hail: 0
Days with air frosts: 0
Days with ground frosts: 1

From I Ager, Raunds:

Air temperatures

Highest maximum: 22.8C on the 19th  
Lowest maximum: 14.9C on the 20th
Highest minimum: 16.1C on the 16th 
Lowest minimum: 7.4C on the 8th
Mean maximum: 19.9C 
Mean minimum: 11.9C
Overall mean: 15.9C 

Grass temperatures

Lowest grass minimum: 3.6C on the 8th
Highest grass minimum: 14.5C on the 16th
Mean grass minimum: 9.3C

Rainfall

Total rainfall: 93.2mm
Highest fall 24 hour fall obs to obs: 24.5mm on the 3rd
Rain days:  18 (>/=0.2mm) 
Wet days: 10 (>/=1.0mm) 
 
Air pressure (reduced to sea level)

Highest air pressure at obs: 1020.8mb on the 31st
Lowest air pressure at obs: 997.2mb on the 3rd
Mean air pressure at obs: 1009.2mb
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Wind directions

N:0, NE:3, E:0, SE:0, S:7, SW:7, W:8, NW:4, Calm:2.

Days with 

Hail: 0 
Hail: 0 (>0.5mm) 
Thunder: 5, on the 2nd, 3rd, 15th, 17th, and 20th
Fog: 0
Grass frost: 0

Comments
Unsettled, wet, and cool July. Coolest since 1998. Rainfall nearly double the July average.
Only July in series (1992-2007) where 25C was not exceeded.

From J Borrett, Wilby:xx

WIND SPEED & WIND CHILL (LOCATED 8.3 METRES ABOVE THE GROUND)

HIGHEST WIND SPEED OVER 2 MINUTES 25.5MPH (26TH @ 2:48AM)
LOWEST WIND CHILL -0.6°C (26TH @ 2:07AM)

TEMPERATURE

HIGHEST 25.1°C (3RD @ 2:13PM)
LOWEST 4.6°C (28TH @ 3:46AM)

HUMIDITY (RANGE:  5 - 98%)

LOWEST 95% (15TH @ 4:43AM)
HIGHEST 45% (28TH @ 4:58PM)

RAINFALL

WETTEST 24 HOURS FROM 7:30AM 28.8MM (14TH)
WETTEST HOUR 7.8MM (18TH - BETWEEN 1:30PM AND 2:30PM)
MONTHLY TOTAL 108.0MM
YEARLY TOTAL 382.0MM

AIR PRESSURE (TAKEN AT SEA LEVEL)

HIGHEST 1029MB (4TH @ 10:47PM)
LOWEST 998MB (25TH @ 4:00AM)

SUNSHINE DURATION & BRIGHTNESS

SUNNIEST DAY 11.7 HOURS (28TH)
MONTHLY TOTAL 253.2 HOURS
MAX BRIGHTNESS 123000 LUX (20TH @ 12:37PM)

SUNSHINE DURATION IS CALCULATED WHEN THE BRIGHTNESS IS ABOVE 20000 LUX.

From M Raymer, Thrapston:
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TEMPERATURE (°C), RAIN  (mm), WIND SPEED (mph)

                                      HEAT  COOL        AVG
    MEAN                              DEG   DEG         WIND                 DOM
DAY TEMP  HIGH   TIME   LOW    TIME   DAYS  DAYS  RAIN  SPEED HIGH   TIME    DIR
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 1  16.4  20.6   15:00  13.9   00:00   2.1   0.2   5.1  10.4  33.0   12:00     S
 2  15.7  21.4   14:30  12.9    5:30   2.8   0.2   4.3   7.2  25.0   11:50     S
 3  14.6  20.1   13:00  11.5    3:00   3.8   0.1   7.9   4.9  19.0    0:50   SSW
 4  15.1  19.8   16:40  12.0    5:20   3.3   0.0   5.1   4.6  27.0   17:30    SW
 5  15.2  20.1   14:50  12.6    3:40   3.2   0.1   5.8   5.8  29.0   23:00    NW
 6  15.7  19.2   11:50  12.7   00:00   2.6   0.0   0.8   7.0  33.0    1:40     W
 7  16.6  22.7   15:00  10.7   00:00   2.8   1.0   0.0   2.6  19.0   15:20    NW
 8  15.4  22.9   16:00   7.6    4:50   3.8   0.9   0.0   1.9  16.0   11:30   SSW
 9  15.7  22.3   16:00   9.2    5:40   3.3   0.7   1.3   1.7  19.0   17:00   SSW
10  15.8  21.9   14:40   9.2    5:10   3.1   0.7   0.0   1.2  13.0   21:00    NW
11  14.9  18.9   18:20  12.1   23:10   3.4   0.0   0.0   2.5  21.0    9:50    NW
12  16.8  23.6   14:20  11.3    2:40   2.7   1.2   0.0   4.2  21.0   18:50   SSW
13  17.1  20.8   18:50  12.7    3:10   1.8   0.7   0.3   6.2  26.0   18:40     S
14  18.9  23.5   15:30  15.2   23:20   0.8   1.4   0.8   6.2  24.0    9:50   SSW
15  17.7  22.4   15:30  14.6    4:30   1.3   0.7   2.3   2.6  14.0   10:50    NE
16  18.8  23.6   13:50  15.1   23:40   0.8   1.3   0.8   4.4  18.0   12:10   SSW
17  16.7  21.7   11:40  13.4    5:40   1.9   0.3   2.5   8.9  30.0   12:00     S
18  17.4  24.1   16:00  13.2    1:50   2.1   1.2   1.0   3.8  19.0    4:10   SSW
19  17.2  25.4   16:00   9.9    5:10   2.6   1.5   0.0   1.4  20.0   18:20     N
20  14.2  15.7    9:10  12.8   23:00   4.1   0.0  20.3   6.6  29.0   14:00    NE
21  13.8  16.9   16:00  12.5    5:40   4.5   0.0   6.9   1.4  12.0    7:10   NNW
22  15.2  20.4   14:20   8.8    6:10   3.3   0.2   0.3   2.4  19.0   14:30   SSW
23  15.4  20.8   14:40  11.2    4:30   3.1   0.2   0.5   4.9  21.0   17:50    NE
24  17.1  23.4   15:10  11.3    5:50   2.4   1.2   0.0   1.5  17.0   10:40    NW
25  15.3  18.6    9:50  11.2    3:20   3.0   0.0   0.8   5.4  28.0   15:40     S
26  15.0  17.1   14:20  13.4   23:10   3.3   0.0  11.9   7.8  33.0   14:50     S
27  16.5  21.5   17:50  11.9    5:10   2.4   0.6   0.0   3.9  26.0   13:00   SSW
28  16.7  23.3   15:40  10.9    5:50   2.6   1.0   2.5   1.2  19.0   11:10    NW
29  15.5  21.8   15:40   9.6   00:00   3.3   0.5   3.6   0.2  16.0   11:00   NNW
30  14.8  21.9   16:30   8.8    1:50   4.0   0.4   0.0   0.0   0.0     ---   ---
31  15.9  23.7   14:50   7.7    4:50   3.7   1.4   0.0   0.0   0.0     ---   ---
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    16.0  25.4    19     7.6     8    87.7  17.6  84.6   4.0  33.0     1       S
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From Brixworth Automatic Weather Station:

Brixworth automatic weather station is affiliated to Pitsford Hall. The station uses an Instromet Ltd 
Climatica Plus system. Data from Brixworth is released every 15 minutes via the main web site, 
www.northantsweather.org.uk providing a back-up to the main automatic weather station at Pitsford 
Hall. For information from Brixworth contact the station manager at Pitsford Hall weather station.

Max (C) Min (C) Mean (C) Low (mb) High (mb) Mean (mb) Rain (mm) Mean (mph)Max (mph) Wind Dir (°) Sun (hrs)
1st 19.2 13.2 16.2 984.0 992.0 988 9.1 7.5 30 186 1.7
2nd 18.8 12 15.4 984.0 988.0 986 4.1 4.2 26 210 0.2
3rd 18.4 10.8 14.6 982.0 988.0 985 0.4 4.8 25 228 3.6
4th 18.4 11.2 14.8 985.0 993.0 989 1.3 6.3 31 234 2.2
5th 18.8 11.6 15.2 987.0 998.0 993 5.3 6.7 32 226 3.3
6th 17.2 12 14.6 986.0 998.0 992 0.0 9.1 37 234 2.4
7th 20.8 10.8 15.8 998.0 1005.0 1002 0.0 5.5 23 254 9.4
8th 20.4 8.4 14.4 1001.0 1005.0 1003 0.0 2.0 16 242 8.8
9th 19.6 8.8 14.2 998.0 1001.0 1000 1.0 2.4 21 243 7.2
10th 18.4 9.2 13.8 996.0 1000.0 998 0.0 1.7 21 226 4.7
11th 16.8 12 14.4 999.0 1001.0 1000 0.0 5.1 24 277 2.5
12th 22.4 11.2 16.8 997.0 1001.0 999 0.0 3.1 24 218 3.2
13th 19.2 12 15.6 993.0 1000.0 997 0.4 5.1 28 188 0.0
14th 21.2 14.4 17.8 991.0 1001.0 996 0.4 5.8 26 218 6.8
15th 20.4 14 17.2 995.0 1002.0 999 0.0 2.6 17 104 0.0
16th 21.6 14.4 18 994.0 996.0 995 0.0 2.7 20 196 0.9
17th 20 12.4 16.2 995.0 1000.0 998 0.7 5.7 31 198 2.9
18th 20.8 12.8 16.8 1000.0 1006.0 1003 2.6 4.0 24 223 6.9
19th 22.4 10.4 16.4 1004.0 1007.0 1006 0.0 1.7 17 197 6.5
20th 15.2 12 13.6 995.0 1005.0 1000 23.9 5.6 30 70 0.0
21st 15.2 11.2 13.2 996.0 999.0 998 3.4 1.7 10 298 0.0
22nd 18.8 8.4 13.6 993.0 997.0 995 0.1 2.6 18 221 3.2
23rd 17.2 11.2 14.2 983.0 993.0 988 0.5 3.8 20 92 0.0
24th 20 10.8 15.4 987.0 998.0 993 0.0 5.1 23 274 7.3
25th 16.8 10.4 13.6 994.0 999.0 997 0.9 5.1 29 198 0.1
26th 15.6 12.4 14 985.0 994.0 990 14.6 6.7 38 204 0.7
27th 20 10.8 15.4 990.0 996.0 993 0.0 5.4 28 222 4.6
28th 20.4 11.2 15.8 996.0 1002.0 999 0.5 4.2 29 255 6.7
29th 17.6 10 13.8 998.0 1006.0 1002 2.2 5.2 26 266 10.1
30th 18.4 8.8 13.6 1006.0 1009.0 1008 0.0 5.1 22 294 10.4
31st 20.4 8 14.2 1004.0 1009.0 1007 0.0 1.4 13 264 12.2

Temperatures    
Highest max 22.4 C on 12th
Lowest max 15.2 C on 20th
Lowest min 8 C on 31st
Highest min 14.4 C on 14th
Mean 15.1 C 
    
Rainfall     
Max Rain 23.9 mm on 20th
Total Rain 71.4 mm  
       
Sunshine    
Max 12.2 hrs on  31st
Total 128.4 hrs  
        
Pressure (station level)    
Max Press. 1009 mb on 30th
Min Press 982 mb on 3rd
Mean Press 997 mb  
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Winds    
Max mean (24hrs) 9.1 mph on 6th
Average 4.4 mph  
Max gust 38 mph on 26th

Station Notes

Visitors to the weather station’s web site may have seen information regarding our proposed lightning 
detection system for which we were hoping to attract corporate sponsorship during July. Very soon 
after this information appearing we were approached by Richard Weatherby from Northampton Science 
Park with a cheque for £600 making this proposition a reality. Over the next few weeks we will be 
acquiring a state of the art Boltek Lightning Detection unit together with NexStorm software which will 
provide near real-time storm activity across the county via our web site. This will make Pitsford Hall 
the only weather station in Northamptonshire able to provide this information free to the general 
public.

The unseasonably wet weather during May, June and July continued to encourage further media 
interest in the weather station and its climate records. Several articles appeared in the local process 
(Chronicle and Echo, Evening Telegraph) covering this event and the station was also featured on 
Northants 96 radio towards the end of July.

Routine maintenance was completed at the weather station at the end of July including servicing of 
the autographic instruments, thorough cleaning of the Stevenson screens and minor repairs to the 
display unit attached to the automatic weather station (pictured below). 
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Richard Weatherby of Northampton Science Park (right) presents station manager Mike Lewis with a 
cheque for £600 to enable the installation of lightning detection equipment at Pitsford Hall weather 
station.

Christopher Boyson, who has been Chief Observer at the weather station 
over the past year and who has worked as an observer for the past two 
years, was presented with the Hadley Meteorology Prize at 
Northamptonshire Grammar School’s Speech Day Awards ceremony during 
July. Christopher has been a staunch supporter of the weather station 
and was interviewed last year as part of Anglia TV’s coverage of the July 
heatwave. Christopher leaves us to read physiotherapy at university 
beginning in October.

Pictured right: Christopher Boyson
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Special Feature – Recording Rainfall

Rainfall is an important natural resource which provides us with the water we drink and wash with, and 
which is widely used in industry and for leisure activities. It is important that the rain which falls is 
measured so that water supplies can be managed and conserved.

Observations of rainfall amount, for instance, are easy to make. This explains why they are carried out 
at so many locations in the UK, by both amateur and professional observers. The Met Office knows of 
over 15,000 locations at which these observations have been made, with about 5,000 still active and 
measuring routinely. This explains the popularity with schools of the simple rainfall measurements 
which satisfy the National Curriculum requirements for the study of weather, climate and the 
environment. Mathematics and Information Technology can be used to manipulate the data for a 
variety of applications.

 
What aspects of rain do we measure? 

A particular place can experience long or short periods of heavy or light rain, or no rain at all. The 
basic measurement of rainfall is that of how much rain falls in a specified period of time. By how 
much, we mean the depth of rain accumulating on a level surface without soaking in, running away or 
evaporating. The depth is usually measured in millimetres. The standard periods are the hour, the day, 
the month and the year. Measurements of rainfall depth over a period of an hour or less are usually 
only required for specialised purposes, and have to be made using automatic instruments.

The most common measurement of rainfall is the amount falling in a day. Meteorologists in the UK use 
a standardised day which runs from 9 o'clock GMT each morning to 9 o'clock GMT the next morning (10 
o'clock BST). This period originates from the 19th century when it was fashionable for amateurs, 
particularly doctors and vicars, to make rainfall measurements at a time which conveniently fitted in 
with their professional activities. Daily rainfall amounts measured routinely can be added together to 
provide monthly and annual totals.

Since the required observation is that of the amount of rainfall, then the simplest way of obtaining this 
is to accumulate the rainfall in a container and measure the amount at the end of each day. 

The combination of a storage container and a device for measuring the amount of rain collected is 
usually called a storage gauge. Most storage gauges for professional use are intended for measuring 
daily rainfall amounts, although larger versions are made for measuring monthly totals at inaccessible 
locations.

Why use a gauge? 

In answering this question we can partly explain why storage gauges are designed and operated the 
way they are. Suppose on a particular day some rain falls on the ground; why do we not just go out and 
measure the depth of the rain somewhere with, say, a ruler?

Consider what happens to rainwater when it falls on the ground. It collects in puddles, drains into 
gutters and streams, soaks into the ground and evaporates. It is quite possible for a puddle in a car 
park, which collects water from a large surrounding area, to have a depth ten times the depth of rain 
that fell. The area which drains into the puddle may be dry soon after the rain stops falling. Rain soaks 
into porous ground, such as fields, very quickly and leaves no accumulation to measure. Daily rainfall 
amounts in the UK range from zero to (very rarely) 100 mm, but are most frequently in the range 0 to 
10 mm. If it is warm with bright sunshine, dry air and a strong wind, it is possible to evaporate away 10 
mm of water in a day.

Obviously then, it is difficult to find a 'natural' place where an accurate representative measurement 
of depth of accumulated rainfall can be made with confidence. We use a gauge to overcome these 
problems.
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The standard rain gauge 

Most observing stations use the Met Office copper 5" standard gauge. It consists of a 5" diameter funnel 
with a sharp rim, the spout of the funnel being inserted into a glass collecting jar. The jar is in an 
inner copper can and the two are contained in the main body of the gauge, the lower part of which is 
sunk into the ground. The diagram shows the whole gauge arrangement.

The main features of the gauge are:

i) the sharp inner edge of the funnel which allows it to have an accurate 5" internal diameter;

ii) the whole gauge is set into the ground to keep it secure and upright with the rim 12" above the 
surrounding short grass or gravel, this height being chosen so that no rain splashes from the 
surroundings into the funnel;

iii) the gauge is set vertical so that the rim of the funnel is horizontal;

iv) the inner can is provided so that the glass jar can be lowered gently into the gauge and can also 
hold the water if the jar overflows or cracks in cold weather;

v) the funnel has a narrow spout so that there is little exposure of the water in the jar to the air, to 
reduce evaporation.
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Appendix 1: Weather Station Inventory

Rooftop Weather Enclosure and Office

Standard Pattern Stevenson screen with
Mahogany mounted maximum and 
minimum thermometers

Large Pattern Stevenson screen with
Sheathed pattern maximum and 
minimum thermometers
Sheathed pattern wet and dry bulb 
ordinary thermometers
Thermograph 
Hygrograph

Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorder (UK Met 
Office MK2)

Instromet Ltd Electronic sunshine recorder 

Standard 5” Met Office pattern raingauge with 
additional check gauge (same pattern)

Tilting siphon rainfall recorder (UK Met Office 
MK1 – daily clock)

Tilting siphon rainfall recorder (Casella pattern 
– weekly clock)

Tipping bucket raingauge (Casella pattern – 
bucket tips at 0.2mm)

Wind Vane

Totalising cup-counter anemometer 

Generator-type anemometer and wind vane 
(Metcheck)

Fortin-pattern mercurial barometer

Precision Aneroid Barometer 

Open-scale micro-barograph 

Evaporation Pan

Piché Evaporimeter

Black bulb thermometer

Concrete slab & minimum thermometer

Web Cam (Logitech QuickCam Pro 4000)

Online Automatic Weather Station

Instromet Ltd Climatica Executive system 
comprising:

Wet and dry bulb temperature sensors
Rainfall sensor
Wind speed and direction sensor
Electronic sunshine recorder
Datalogging unit with barometric 
pressure sensor

The sensors also deliver weather data to a 
large analogue instrument panel housed within 
the station office.

Networked PC running Met4Net  version 1.7. 
Update frequency 15 minutes via Broadband. 

Archive

The station holds weather records for 
Northamptonshire dating from 1880. Access to 
these records is restricted, although requests 
for data can be made in writing to the station 
manager at Pitsford.

Web site

The main URL for the station’s web site is 
www.northantsweather.org.uk

The site has pages containing local forecast 
information, recently collected weather data 
(including real-time data gathered from the 
online automatic weather station), archived 
data from 1998 to the present, as well as links 
to many useful sources of weather information.
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Appendix 2: Code Descriptions used in the Register of 
Climatological Observations

Visibility codes

X Dense Fog <20m
E Dense Fog 20m
0 Thick Fog up to 40m
1 Thick Fog up to 100m
2 Fog up to 200m
3 Moderate Fog up to 400m
4 Very poor visibility up to 1000m
5 Poor visibility up to 2km
6 Moderate visibility up to 7km
7 Good visibility up to 20km
8 Very good visibility up to 30km
9 Excellent visibility 40km

State of the Concrete Slab 

0 Dry 
1 Moist 
2 Wet 
3 Icy 

Present Weather

00 -- clear skies
01 -- clouds dissolving
02 -- state of sky unchanged
03 -- clouds developing
Haze, smoke, dust or sand
04 -- visibility reduced by smoke
05 -- haze
06 -- widespread dust in suspension not raised by wind
07 -- dust or sand raised by wind
08 -- well developed dust or sand whirls
09 -- dust or sand storm within sight but not at station
Non-precipitation events
10 -- mist
11 -- patches of shallow fog
12 -- continuous shallow fog
13 -- lightning visible, no thunder heard
14 -- precipitation within sight but not hitting ground
15 -- distant precipitation but not falling at station
16 -- nearby precipitation but not falling at station
17 -- thunderstorm but no precipitation falling at 
station
18 -- squalls within sight but no precipitation falling at 
station
19 -- funnel clouds within sight
Precipitation within past hour but not at observation 
time
20 -- drizzle
21 -- rain
22 -- snow
23 -- rain and snow
24 -- freezing rain
25 -- rain showers
26 -- snow showers
27 -- hail showers
28 -- fog
29 -- thunderstorms
Duststorm, sandstorm, drifting or blowing snow
30 -- slight to moderate duststorm, decreasing in 
intensity
31 -- slight to moderate duststorm, no change
32 -- slight to moderate duststorm, increasing in 
intensity
33 -- severe duststorm, decreasing in intensity
34 -- severe duststorm, no change
35 -- severe duststorm, increasing in intensity

36 -- slight to moderate drifting snow, below eye level
37 -- heavy drifting snow, below eye level
38 -- slight to moderate drifting snow, above eye level
39 -- heavy drifting snow, above eye level
Fog or ice fog
40 -- Fog at a distance
41 -- patches of fog
42 -- fog, sky visible, thinning
43 -- fog, sky not visible, thinning
44 -- fog, sky visible, no change
45 -- fog, sky not visible, no change
46 -- fog, sky visible, becoming thicker
47 -- fog, sky not visible, becoming thicker
48 -- fog, depositing rime, sky visible
49 -- fog, depositing rime, sky not visible
Drizzle
50 -- intermittent light drizzle
51 -- continuous light drizzle
52 -- intermittent moderate drizzle
53 -- continuous moderate drizzle
54 -- intermittent heavy drizzle
55 -- continuous heavy drizzle
56 -- light freezing drizzle
57 -- moderate to heavy freezing drizzle
58 -- light drizzle and rain
59 -- moderate to heavy drizzle and rain
Rain
60 -- intermittent light rain
61 -- continuous light rain
62 -- intermittent moderate rain
63 -- continuous moderate rain
64 -- intermittent heavy rain
65 -- continuous heavy rain
66 -- light freezing rain
67 -- moderate to heavy freezing rain
68 -- light rain and snow
69 -- moderate to heavy rain and snow
Snow
70 -- intermittent light snow
71 -- continuous light snow
72 -- intermittent moderate snow
73 -- continuous moderate snow
74 -- intermittent heavy snow
75 -- continuous heavy snow
76 -- diamond dust
77 -- snow grains
78 -- snow crystals
79 -- ice pellets
Showers
80 -- light rain showers
81 -- moderate to heavy rain showers
82 -- violent rain showers
83 -- light rain and snow showers
84 -- moderate to heavy rain and snow showers
85 -- light snow showers
86 -- moderate to heavy snow showers
87 -- light snow/ice pellet showers
88 -- moderate to heavy snow/ice pellet showers
89 -- light hail showers
90 -- moderate to heavy hail showers
Thunderstorms
91 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only light 
rain
92 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only 
moderate to heavy rain
93 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only light 
snow or rain/snow mix
94 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only 
moderate to heavy snow or rain/snow mix
95 -- light to moderate thunderstorm
96 -- light to moderate thunderstorm with hail
97 -- heavy thunderstorm
98 -- heavy thunderstorm with duststorm
99 -- heavy thunderstorm with hail 
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This Month’s Weather Image

Satellite view of the jet stream. The unseasonal position of the jet stream across Britain 
through May, June and July is widely believed to be the cause of the record-breaking 

rainfall totals and resultant flooding.

Printed on behalf of Pitsford Hall weather station by Northamptonshire Grammar School, Moulton 
Lane, Pitsford, Northampton NN6 9AX.

Individual copies are available for purchase for £1.50. A year’s subscription (if applicable) costs 
£15. Back issues from July 1999 are available on request from the weather station.

This publication is distributed free to all libraries across Northamptonshire.
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